You are invited to join us for an Interactive Entrepreneurship Session Seminar and networking lunch! 10:00 am - 2:00 pm Saturday, January 21st, 2017 Padise Manor, Estonia

Entrepreneurship is Everywhere

Entrepreneurship is for everyone; we each embody the ten talents necessary to innovate, create, and contribute to the entrepreneurial landscape. You are invited to Padise Manor, Estonia to learn about your top talents - the ones that combine to set you apart from anyone else and position you to uniquely contribute to the world of entrepreneurship. We invite you to explore Gallup’s Entrepreneurial Profile 10 Assessment, a tool used at the Leland C. and Mary M. Pillsbury Institute for Hospitality Entrepreneurship at the School of Hotel Administration at Cornell University to support student engagement in entrepreneurship, and join other hospitality leaders for an interactive session that will encourage you to reflect on your individual talents and network with others to create an ideal team that is mindful of the talents of others.

Join Professor Mona Anita K. Olsen Ph.D. from Cornell University, to discuss how strengths-based approaches can set you up for success in entrepreneurial and innovative environments.

Participation Fee includes the session and lunch.
NB! The 12 USD cost of Gallup’s Entrepreneurial Profile 10 Assessment is not included in the Participation Fee. A link will be sent to you after registration with instructions on taking the assessment and payment.